Apps - Bug # 347: Memos - SYM key not working
Status:
Author:
Created:
Updated:
Description:

Rejected

Priority:

01/12/2013

Assignee:

Herman van Hazendonk

Category:

01/14/2013

Due date:

Normal
Josh Palmer

Could be fixed using instructions on

http://forums.webosnation.com/webos-patches/308804-patch-request-enable-sym-key-enyo-webos-3-x.html#
post3371702
History
01/12/2013 09:24 PM - Tom King
- Assignee set to Josh Palmer

01/12/2013 09:38 PM - Josh Palmer
- Status changed from New to Rejected

The webOS Ports Core Apps are designed to run on Open webOS devices, none of which have a Sym key. Plus, integrating this kind of thing on a
per-app basis is unnecessary when it can be part of the framework.
I suggest contacting the Phonegap/Cordova team about integrating this, since their toolkit the official solution for interfacing between Enyo 2 and Open
webOS.
01/13/2013 05:07 AM - Donald Kirker
Herman van Hazendonk wrote:
> Could be fixed using instructions on
http://forums.webosnation.com/webos-patches/308804-patch-request-enable-sym-key-enyo-webos-3-x.html#post3371702
Given that this is probably being run on a webOS device, and not open webOS, I would recommend applying a patch to the Enyo framework. It is
discussed on webOSNation or the Palm Developer Forums.
01/13/2013 12:36 PM - Herman van Hazendonk
Looks like Jason (the Canuck one) will put it into WebOSExt for Enyo. You guys believe this to be a suitable place?
01/13/2013 03:25 PM - Josh Palmer
We switched the core apps from webOS-ext to cordova a couple of weeks ago, and have no plans to go back to webOS-ext.
I still recommend trying to get the phonegap team to integrate it, as HP won't take anything platform-specific (ex. service requests) into upstream enyo.
01/14/2013 04:42 PM - Herman van Hazendonk
OK, do we have any URL or specific contact where we can raise this?
01/14/2013 04:47 PM - Josh Palmer
I'd say either ping swisstomcat on the webos-ports IRC or go via the site: http://phonegap.com/about/contact
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